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Abstract. Recent advances in electroencephalography (EEG) based
brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) have led to applications that allow users to
control devices such as wheelchairs, prosthetic arms, drones, and gaming systems
using cognitive commands. However, software environments used to create these
technologies are often designed for expert developers. This research paper
investigates the feasibility of JavaScript as a development platform for non-
critical BCI systems. We also discuss the current issues with JavaScript-based
BCIs and introduce a new library, WebBCI, which is designed to take the initial
step towards addressing these issues. Initial benchmarks of WebBCI suggest
JavaScript can run common EEG and BCI methods such as band power
extraction, common spatial pattern, and linear discriminant analysis in real-time
on an array of devices, including mobile phones.
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1 Introduction

Recent advancements in brain-computer interface (BCI) technology have led to the
development of many computer systems that respond to brain activity rather than more
traditional motor inputs, such as a mouse and keyboard. Such systems have allowed
users to control prosthetic arms, fly drones, and even play video games using their
thoughts [1–3]. Many different hardware and software solutions exist for the creation of
such systems. A popular hardware solution is an electroencephalography (EEG)
headset. An EEG headset collects central nervous system activity from electrodes
placed on the scalp and reports the results back to a computer which analyzes and
respond to the data [4].

There exist many different software solutions to parse and analyze EEG data, each
with different goals and target users in mind. The main goals of these systems can be
divided into three categories: (1) to aid in the research of data processing methods,
(2) to make BCI system design available to a wider audience, and (3) to develop
systems that can be conveniently deployed to end-users. However, there exists a lack of
software solutions that focus on goal (3). As such, while BCI software platforms
support research and development, few systems focus on development for consumer
accessible technologies.
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This paper presents a web-based JavaScript approach to BCI application devel-
opment. JavaScript can run on mobile devices, tablets, desktop computers, and servers,
as well as directly in a web browser, making software written in JavaScript available
across multiple platforms [5–7]. As such, JavaScript serves well for the basis of por-
table and accessible BCI systems. However, JavaScript’s mathematical processing
capabilities are extremely limited, making the implementation of common EEG signal
processing methods difficult when compared to alternative tools such as MATLAB.

WebBCI is a JavaScript library that provides the basic tools necessary to run a BCI
system entirely within a web browser. WebBCI builds upon existing JavaScript math-
ematical libraries such as Math.js [8] and Numeric JavaScript [9], adding BCI-specific
paradigms such as common spatial pattern (CSP), machine learning tools such as linear
discriminant analysis (LDA), and signal processing methods such as power spectral
density (PSD) and band power extraction. WebBCI also includes tools to interface with
and manipulate data streamed from EEG headsets. It is published as a Node.js module
on NPM and can be run within Node.js or used within a web browser [10].

2 Related Work

A popular tool for BCI system design is BCILAB, a MATLAB toolbox developed
predominately by Christian Kothe at the Swartz Center for Computational Neuro-
science out of the University of California San Diego [11]. It contains numerous EEG
signal processing methods and includes a GUI to aid in the design of the BCI system.
However, BCILAB is research-oriented, and as such, BCIs developed through BCI-
LAB may be difficult to run outside of the laboratory environment. Additionally, BCI
lab requires a user to purchase MATLAB and understand MATLAB’s syntax and
usage. This may serve as a barrier to those with limited programming knowledge and to
the distribution of BCI systems.

There exist multiple systems that aim to make BCI system design easier for those
with limited programing knowledge. OpenViBE runs on a user’s desktop and features a
drag-and-drop style interface where users can interconnect different BCI tools and
components [12]. This makes OpenViBE ideal for researchers and students who wish
to explore BCI design, but lack programming knowledge.

Another system, NeuroBlock [13, 30], is geared towards students and BCI edu-
cation in the classroom. NeuroBlock is a block-based programming language with an
in-browser user interface. It supports simple EEG methods and allows the student to
control an on-screen character by designing a program using a drag-and-drop
block-based programming language that uses EEG signals as input [13]. However,
while OpenViBE and NeuroBlock take great steps towards making BCI research and
education available to a wider audience, the BCIs designed with these tools cannot be
compiled easily or run outside their original environments. A BCI designed for the
browser in JavaScript is a solution to this problem.

Uri Shaked, a Google Developer Expert for Web and Cloud Technologies [14], has
published JavaScript tools for interfacing with the popular Muse EEG headband
through both Web Bluetooth and Lab Streaming Layer (LSL) [15, 16]. Currently, users
have to install desktop software such as Muse Direct, which forwards data to any
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applications desiring input from an EEG device [17]. However, the introduction of
Web Bluetooth allows for the collection of EEG data within a web environment,
removing the necessity of such desktop software.

NeuroJS is a GitHub organization with a focus on “Neuroscience research done
with JavaScript” [18]. Their development of a web-based dashboard for visualizing
OpenBCI data is a step towards web-based BCIs [19]. The dashboard is built on dsp.js,
a digital signal processing library, and allows users to view the data streamed from the
OpenBCI in both the time and frequency domains. However, while the visualizations
are rendered in the web, a Node.js backend is still required to collect the data from the
device.

Math.js is a mathematical processing library for JavaScript. It supports matrix
operations with arbitrary precision and includes many statistical methods, making it
ideal for the mathematical basis of a web-based BCI [8]. Math.js can also be extended
with other libraries such as Numeric JavaScript, which includes methods for calculating
eigenvalues and eigenvectors [9]. Such methods are necessary for many dimensionality
reduction and signal processing techniques needed in BCI applications.

Machine learning is another large part of BCI design. Tools such as ml.js imple-
ment many machine learning methods in JavaScript, including principal component
analysis (PCA), support vector machines (SVMs), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), and
artificial neural networks (ANNs), among many others [20]. Tools such as ConvNetJS
also support deep learning within the browser, allowing for complex classification
algorithms to be run [21].

Technologies such as Web Bluetooth take a great step towards web-based EEG
data collection, and the NeuroJS OpenBCI dashboard demonstrates the basics of signal
processing in the browser. Tools such as Math.js, Numeric JavaScript, and ml.js lay the
mathematical framework required for a web-based BCI. WebBCI builds on these
existing tools by implementing the methods necessary for BCI-specific signal pro-
cessing and by providing functions necessary to interface with and manipulate data
from an EEG headset. WebBCI also aims to provide a framework for future web-based
BCI development.

3 Overview

BCI technology features a layered approach to software development. An EEG-based
BCI project starts with the development of hardware to collect central nervous system
activity. Examples of such hardware include the Muse and OpenBCI EEG headsets,
which collect EEG data from the scalp and forehead [22, 23]. Advancements in these
technologies could lead to cleaner data and more insight, furthering the BCI field.

After data has been collected, it must be processed. Tools such as MATLAB and
BCILAB serve well for the researching of such data processing methods. MATLAB’s
extensive mathematical tools allow for rapid prototyping of new methods and BCILAB
allows for data processing steps to be chained together easily into a BCI system.
Finally, the BCI application must be distributed. One method is to translate the
MATLAB-based BCI to a compiled language such as C, where the system can run
across an array of hardware. However, C can be difficult to learn and is prone to errors
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that can be difficult to solve for the more novice programmer. The goal of WebBCI is to
aid in this deployment layer of BCI system design.

WebBCI is built around the following design goals:

1. Portable, modular, and easy to use
2. Open source and extensible
3. Able to interface well with existing JavaScript solutions

For WebBCI to be portable and accessible across an array of hardware devices,
JavaScript was chosen as the foundation for WebBCI. JavaScript’s cross platform
support allows a single application to run on servers, mobile phones, and desktop
computers. Additionally, JavaScript is a higher-level language and may be easier to
learn than C or C++. Finally, unlike other higher-level languages, such as Python or
Java, JavaScript can run across multiple environments without the need for the user to
install additional software.

WebBCI contains many of the common mathematical tools required for BCIs,
including the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for frequency analysis, CSP for signal sep-
aration, and LDA for signal classification. These methods build upon existing JavaScript
mathematical libraries such as fft.js, Math.js, and Numeric JavaScript. WebBCI’s mod-
ular design also allows for new JavaScript libraries, such as neural network libraries, to be
integrated into the system. These methods reduce the need for a strong mathematical
background, and the student or developer can instead focus on the design of their system,
requiring only a higher-level understanding of the underlying mathematical concepts.
A full list of included methods can be seen in Tables 1, 2 and 3 within Sect. 4.

The source code for WebBCI is open source and available on GitHub [24]. The
code is documented and allows for others to contribute to and extend WebBCI with
their own methods.

4 System Architecture

WebBCI currently provides methods in three categories: network operations and data
acquisition, data storage and manipulation, and mathematical tools for processing and
classification.

WebBCI currently supports the open sound control (OSC) protocol for the col-
lection of data from EEG devices. Many popular EEG devices support OSC, including
the Muse and OpenBCI headsets [17, 25]. This data is collected into a 2-dimensional
array with EEG samples as rows and electrodes as columns. Table 1 enumerates
WebBCI’s current networking and data acquisition methods.

Table 1. Networking operations of WebBCI.

Method name Description

oscCollect Receives data over OSC and returns it as an array
oscHeaderScan Scans the network for OSC headers and returns a list of found headers
oscStream Calls specified callback functions when data with specified OSC headers is

seen
wait Places a delay before or after data is collected from the network
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A fully functional example of how data can be collected from an EEG headset
using WebBCI can be seen in Appendix A.

After data has been collected via the networking tools in WebBCI, it can then be
processed using WebBCI’s mathematical tools. Table 2 shows the current methods
implemented within WebBCI.

WebBCI also contains data storage and manipulation methods. MATLAB-like
syntax for array subscripting via colon notation is provided to make channel and
sample selection easier. Data windowing methods are also provided for offline pro-
cessing and model training. Additionally, WebBCI contains functions that load and
save arrays as CSV files for future use. A complete list of data manipulation functions
is given in Table 3.

Table 2. Mathematical functions of WebBCI.

Method name Description

cspLearn Learns a common spatial pattern from EEG data
cspProject Projects new EEG data using the parameters computed with cspLearn
generateSignal Generates a signal with specified frequencies and their respective

amplitudes
ldaLearn Returns the result of running linear discriminant analysis on a dataset of

feature vectors
ldaProject Classifies a feature vector using the parameters computed with ldaLearn
features A namespace for EEG feature extraction methods
psd Returns a power spectral density (PSD) array for a given signal
psdBandPower Returns the average power within a frequency band in a PSD array
signalBandPower Returns the average power within a frequency band in a signal

Table 3. Data manipulation methods of WebBCI.

Method name Description

subscript Applies MATLAB-style matrix subscripting with colon notation to an array
windowApply Divides a 2-dimensional array along rows into windows of a specified size

and overlap amount and applies a given function to each window, returning
the results for each window as an array

saveCSV Saves a 2-dimensional array to a CSV file
loadCSV Loads a CSV file into a 2-dimensional array
round Returns a new array with all data points rounded to the specified number of

decimal places
toFixed Returns a new array of string representations of values with zeros padding to

the specified number of decimal places
toTable Returns an ASCII table representation of the array
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5 System Performance

To ensure the portability of the WebBCI system, we ran performance benchmarks
across a variety of devices. We tested three common methods used within BCIs: band
power extraction, CSP, and LDA. Additionally, we tested these methods with different
data sizes to see how their performance scaled with larger data sets. The devices chosen
for the benchmark were a Lenovo IdeaCentre Desktop PC, a Microsoft Surface Book, a
Google Nexus 5X Android Phone, and an Apple iPhone 8. Google Chrome was used to
run the benchmark on each device. The specifications of each device can be seen in
Appendix B.

The average run time for an operation given a set number of samples was calculated
by running each test 100 times and computing the arithmetic mean of the run times.
Random data was used during each run so results were not affected by caching or
branch prediction.

Figure 1 shows the processing speed of WebBCI when calculating the average
power in a frequency band. A simulated 16 channels of data were used for each test.

For a system to run in real-time, it must process samples faster than it receives them
from the EEG headset. Devices such as the Muse and OpenBCI have sample rates

Fig. 1. Average band power extraction benchmark run time given a set number of samples over
16 channels.
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between 220 and 250 Hz [26, 27]. As seen in Fig. 1, every device can perform band
power extraction on an equivalent 1 s of data in less than 4 ms.

To test the possibility of applying WebBCI to more complex systems, such as those
used for motor imagery, we ran performance benchmarks for both CSP and LDA, as
these are the two commonly used functions to create a basic motor imagery BCI
[28, 29]. A simulated 16 channels of randomized data were used in this benchmark.
The results of this benchmark can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3.

Fig. 2. Average CSP benchmark run time given a set number of samples over 16 channels.

Fig. 3. Average LDA benchmark run time given a set number of samples over 16 channels.
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This performance benchmark shows that basic motor imagery BCIs may be pos-
sible within a web environment. It also shows the future potential of JavaScript-based
mobile BCI applications. Additional testing and research is necessary to test the pos-
sibility of potential mobile BCI systems.

6 Discussion and Limitations

WebBCI aims to demonstrate the possibility of a web-based BCI. However, additional
BCI-specific functions have yet to be implemented. While WebBCI can be extended
with tools such as ml.js for additional classification methods, many signal processing
methods must be implemented, including those for filtering and removing artifacts from
the data before processing. WebBCI currently serves as a candidate framework for future
development and as a demonstration of what may be possible within a web environment.

Additional tests are required to further validate the reported performance bench-
marks. Additional browsers, devices, and BCI functions should be evaluated using the
presented system. User studies featuring real-time applications developed with
WebBCI could also provide further insights regarding usability and performance.

7 Conclusion

While signal processing and BCI methods have been increasingly researched in recent
years, there is a gap in the literature for strategies involving web-based BCI systems.
JavaScript presents an accessible approach to BCI development and deployment.
WebBCI builds on existing JavaScript mathematical libraries to provide a library of
functions and a framework for JavaScript-based BCI development. Our performance
benchmarks suggest that modern devices and web-browsers may support simple BCI
applications.

Appendix A

Below is a functional example of how data can be collected using the WebBCI Node.js
module. This example receives OSC data at the specified IP address and port and
collects 2500 samples of data containing the header ‘Person0/eeg.’

var bci = require('webbci');
async function collect() {
var oscParams=['127.0.0.1', 7000, 'Person0/eeg', 2500];
console.log('data collection begins in 1 second...');
await bci.wait(1000);
var data = await bci.oscCollect(...oscParams);

} 
collect().catch(error => console.error(error));
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After the data has been collected, features can be extracted using the WebBCI data
windowing method. An example of this is shown below, where the data is divided into
segments of length 32 samples and a step of size 16 samples is taken on every iteration,
creating an overlap between windows of 50%. The log of the variance of each channel
is used to create a feature vector for each window. These feature vectors are then stored
as an array into the variable ‘features.’ Passing ‘false’ as the final parameter specifies
that if the array does not evenly divide into windows of size 32, the tail end of the array
should be ignored such that it evenly divides into windows.

var features = bci.windowApply(samples, 'logvar', 32, 16, 
false);

Appendix B
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